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Available online 10 May 2014Ecosystem forecasting is a challenge for any forecaster since it has a large number of variables,
which vary dynamically, tightly coupled with environmental factors under a complex ecosystem
architecture. The ecosystem behaves like a complex system as a whole where one variable may
serve as a hierarchical pillar to other variables, while others interact with each other in non-linear
forms of substitution, complementarity, synergy and externalities. This paper is targeted to
develop a profound structured approach to the ecosystem forecasting which combines scenario
planningwith technological forecasting. Three key planning principles are derived and incorporated
into the structured ecosystem forecasting methodology. To demonstrate its effectiveness, the
Korean multi-screen service market is analyzed and prospected toward the year 2016. Policy and
strategic implications from the structured ecosystem forecasting are also discussed to validate the
practicality of the suggested methodology.
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Data traffic1. Introduction
The ICT market is currently undergoing a fundamental
structural change. Most intriguing might be ‘innovation for
intelligence,’ which transforms the conventional communica-
tions servicemarket into a platform-based smart-phone service
market. The rapid andwide spread ofmobile smart devices on a
global scale not only increases data traffic drastically, but also
integrates the PC-based Internet market and even the TV-based
home service market into a single ICT ecosystem. One might
call this global-scale market transition ‘multi-screen service
convergence’ or simply ‘ICT convergence’ [1,2].
The impact of the ICT convergence is much greater than
imagined. The conventional voice services have already been
converted and integrated into a data stream called VoIP (Voice
over IP) and mVoIP (mobile voice over IP). Furthermore, many
OTT (Over the top) service providers have also started to deliver
high-resolution video services over the Internet worldwide. Onehis is anopen access article undof the most recent innovations for ‘intelligence’ might be the
cloud service which eliminates the interdependencies between
network, service and terminal, allowing any device to access to
any service or content via any network [3].
As individual communications, contents and computing
service markets are transformed into an integrated ICT conver-
gence market, ICT value chain is experiencing a fundamental
structural change. Vertically integrated supply chains connecting
a service provider to a specific service, a service to a specific
network, a network to a specific terminal are disintegrating and
fragmented, forming a new horizontally integrated business
ecosystem [4]. This trend is accelerating asmore advanced smart
devices, next-generation fixed mobile convergence networks,
variety of broadband convergence services, and new service
providers with different business models enter the market. This
definitely gives us a significant opportunity to create a new
business and to find a sustaining growth engine in the ICT
convergence market. However, it requires at the same time
a large-scale investment for network upgrades and platform
development in advance, leaving them at the risk of failing to
recover the investment.er the CCBY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).
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to find broader prospects on the behavior of ICT ecosystem in
response to political and economic conditions of the national
economy. Also, they want to know how regulatory policies like
market definition, deregulation, network neutrality andmarket
promotionswill affect the ICT ecosystem given the political and
economic conditions. Meanwhile, service providers are rather
more interested in the responsiveness of the market itself to
those policy variables as well as the environmental conditions.
Their interests are more focused on how the market compe-
tition will shape the future ICT market structure, what kind of
opportunities are available to expand theirmarket share and to
enhance profitability, what risks are to take when they pursue
those opportunities, and finally howmuch network capacity is
required to satisfy the market demand.
Unfortunately, however, these kinds of market dynamics
seem to be very hard to foresee because of the intrinsic
complexity embedded in this multi-screen convergence service
ecosystem. This is often the case that any forecast for an
individual service has limited merit unless its interactions
with other complementary or competing services are precisely
specified. The interests of policymakers and service providers lie
not only in getting some quantitative forecasts but also in
understanding underlying dynamics of ICT ecosystem behaviors
responding to environmental changes. This is particularly true
when the ecosystem behaves as a complex system, consistently
interacting with surrounding environments, so that ecosystem
status itself is quite unstable.
The purpose of this paper is to set up a profound
ecosystem forecasting procedure which is comprised of a
structured scenario planning and a structured quantitative
forecasting and to demonstrate its applicability to a real-world
ecosystem forecasting problem. Following this introductory
section, Section 2 reviews themost recent research on scenario
planning and selected relevant studies. Section 3 derives three
key principles which serve as profound guidelines for the
subsequent structured scenario planning and the structured
ecosystem forecasting and develops four key evolution scenar-
ios. Given the scenarios, Section 4 formulates the ICT ecosystem
forecasting problem with eight different networks with seven
different terminal devices. Section 5 performs a Korean case
study with quantitative ICT ecosystem forecasting for the year
2016, based on the real data collected for the period from 2004
to 2011. The sensitivity of the forecasts to those four scenarios
is analyzed and the policy and strategic implications are
discussed. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper and discusses
future research directions.2. Review of relevant literature
As growing attention has beenpaid to evolutionary dynamics
of large-scale socio-economic systems [5–8], much research
has been reported on the scenario method as an effective tool
to gain foresights for an unpredictable future [9–14]. Among
large number of issues which have been dealt with in the
abundant scenario planning literature, three categories of issues
are apparently relevant to ecosystem forecasting. They are the
scenario planning method which is most suitable for the
ecosystem forecasting, the effective combining of scenario
planning with the quantitative ecosystem forecasting, and lastlythe need for and the usefulness of a structured approach based
on the structuration theory [15] and the complexity theory [16].
There are many different views and dimensions to apply
when you try to categorize the scenario planning methods
and processes. The most essential one might be your
perspective on the nature of uncertainty. “Scenario does not
predict the future, but it explores multiple plausible future
situations with the purpose of extending the sphere of
thinking. Therefore, scenario planning is not forecasting of
the most probable future but it creates a set of the plausible
futures” [14]. The “intuitive logics” approach, which is the
most representative scenario development methodology,
tries to develop flexible and internally consistent scenarios,
unfolding the causal relationships among the economic,
political, technological, social, resource and environmental
factors [17,18].
The most typical scenario planning process, as suggested
by Konno et al. [19], is the eight-step consecutive process,
which is composed of ‘focal issue,’ ‘key factors,’ ‘environmen-
tal forces,’ ‘critical uncertainties,’ ‘scenario logics,’ ‘scenarios,’
‘implications and options,’ and ‘early indicators.’ When you
try to execute the “intuitive logics” approach, an option arises
in the ‘scenario logics’ step, where you can choose between
‘the inductive approach’ and ‘the deductive approach’. A
bottom-up democratic process among participants is pursued
in the ‘deductive’ approach, while a top-down, fairly strong and
skilled facilitation is executed in the ‘inductive’ approach.
Bowman et al. [20] reported a nine-year period longitudinal
‘community planning’ case study where the ‘inductive’method
was successful, meeting the objectives set by the organization,
while the ‘deductive’ method was deemed a failure.
Regardless ofwhether the “intuitive logics” approach exploits
quantitative factors or qualitative factors in the exploration stage,
and whether it uses the ‘inductive’ or ‘deductive’ approach in its
logic development step, it is descriptive innature. In otherwords,
the final output of the scenario planning process is a set of
descriptions for a number of plausible scenarios. Wright et al.
[17] recently reported in their review on the “intuitive logics”
approach that among three presumed objectives from the
literature, the first two, which are ‘enhancing understanding of
the causal processes’ and ‘challenging conventional thinking’ are
well addressed,while the last one, ‘improving decisionmaking’ is
not. It further questionedwhether scenariomethods in any form
and in themselves have any causal connection with improved
decision making to inform strategy development.
Until recently, much research attention has been paid to
bridge the gap between scenario-based foresight research
and traditional quantitative market research/technological
forecasting [21–25]. The common purpose of this research is
to improve the strategic decision making by strengthening
the linkages between the qualitative and quantitative future
research. However, they are somewhat different from each
other in their focus, methodology, and targeted stage to apply
in the scenario planning process. The first category is to use
quantitative/systematic aids in the stages of ‘key factors’ and
‘environmental forces’ to analyze exactly the dynamic causal
relationships among the environmental variables. The typical
examples are patent analysis, interactive cross impact simula-
tion, interactive future simulations, trend impact analysis, and
Fuzzy cognitivemap [14,21]. The second category is to combine
a Delphi processwith scenario development [8,24,26,27]. Since
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estimates of a future physical quantity, a probability of a future
event occurring, or the time when a particular future event
might occur, it helps to enhance and strengthen the scenario
thinking to generate more credible and internally converged
scenarios.
The last—probably the most relevant to the ecosystem
forecasting category—is to combine directly the technological
forecasting and scenario planning [23,25]. Wang and Lan [23]
proposed a process for combining the scenario analysiswith the
technological substitutionmodel and indicated that a combined
process is essential especially when the influence of non-
technological factors such as politics, economics, and law
exceeds that of technology. More recently, Onkal et al. [25]
presented an exploratory attempt to incorporate scenarios into
forecast communication and advice taking processes via giving
scenarios to users as additional forecast information and
demonstrated some possibilities that scenarios can be effec-
tively used as channels of forecast advice.
In addition to these diverse complementary methodolo-
gies for scenario planning practices, new aspects to scenario
praxis were recently raised [15,16]. The rationale behind
these new approaches is that as tighter interconnections of
nature, social and economic systems lead to greater uncer-
tainty and complexity embedded in the socio-economic
system, a consistent set of ontological and epistemological
axioms are needed for analyzing future uncertainties within a
flexible sociological framework [15,16]. Wilkinson et al. [16]
insisted that incorporating key insights from complexity
science into scenario practices is an obvious ‘must have’
in engaging complex, messy and puzzling situations and
guiding actions in the 21st century. Meanwhile, MacKay and
Tambeau [15] introduced the structuration theory which
posits social systems are reflexively structured throughTraffic Flows
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can inform scenario planning by offering the structuration
theory concepts like agent, dialectic of control, reflexivity,
unintended consequences, duality of structure and structure
as rules and resources.
Most recently, Derbyshire and Wright [18] raised a novel,
interesting question regarding our perspective on the nature of
uncertainty. It argued that the determinism of the “intuitive
logic” approach sometimes limits its ability to aid preparation for
the future by giving amisleading impression as to the usefulness
of ‘weak signals’ or ‘early warnings’ and also that we could
benefit from an alternative method that views uncertainty as
originating from indeterminism. It is quite controversial for us to
believe what is the right perspective on uncertainty when we
tackle a specific technological forecasting and scenario planning
problem from a complicated techno-socio-economic system.
Complexity theory discriminates the ‘unthinkable’ from the pure
indeterminism in the sense that unintended or unexpected
consequences usually results from the so-called ‘emergence’
phenomenon, which is one of the most frequently mentioned
feature of a complex system [28].
3. Generating scenarios for ICT ecosystem forecasting
3.1. Scenario planning principles
In a general techno-socio-economic setting, a business
ecosystem is viewed as a hierarchically organized complex
system, in which agent behavior interacts continuously with
each other within an architectural layer while multiple agents
and structure interact across adjacent vertical layers at the same
time [15,29,30]. From this complex system nature, an ecosys-
tem is usually characterized with some unique features like
co-evolution, self-organization, emergence, conscious choice,Traffic 
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interaction of variation, selection and development [28,29,31].
In this context, ‘ecosystem forecasting’ is referred to as an
evaluation of future states of an ecosystem in response to
changes in key driving forces under different scenarios, which
are based on assumptions concerning future socio-economic
and technological developments that may or may not be
realized and therefore subject to substantial uncertainty [32].
This characterization of ecosystem forecasting requires some
high-level conditions to be met throughout the whole scenario
planning and analysis process. First, the ecosystem forecasting
deals with a large-scale system where a variety of environmen-
tal, strategic and operational variables interact with each other,
involving a high-level of complexity. A special measure needs to
be developed so as to solve or reduce the intrinsic complexity.
Second, ecosystem forecasting requires both qualitative and
quantitative scenarios to be developed, satisfying a high level
of plausibility for scenarios and a high level of accuracy
for quantitative forecasting at the same time. Another special
measure needs to be explored to pursue these two objectives
simultaneously. Lastly, a well-balanced portfolio of inductive
and deductive approaches needs to be explored in the ‘scenario
logics’ step of scenario development process so as to maximize
the validity of the whole ecosystem scenarios.
These ecosystem forecasting requirements may be found
in practice in Bresline [33], Chatterjee and Gordon [34],
O'Mahony [35] and Malinga et al. [36]. Bresline [33] argued
that socio-economic change process is multi-level and co-
evolutionary, with individuals, groups, organizations and even
industries coevolving over time, so that appropriate units of
analysis should be applied to understand the dynamics of
socio-economic changes. Meanwhile, Chatterjee and Gordon
[34] and O'Mahony [35] dealt with the role of scenarios in
large-scale transport and energy ecosystem forecasting prob-
lems. Chatterjee and Gordon [34] emphasized the importance of
scenario planning in the long-term transport ecosystem fore-
casting, while O'Mahony [35] showed that a ‘hybrid’ exploratoryFixed/Wireless 
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Fig. 2. Network connection structurequalitative and quantitative scenarios might help to solve the
accuracy issues arising even in the short-term with conse-
quences for policy. Regarding the last issue on ‘scenario logics’,
Malinga et al. [36] reported an interesting observation that
knowledge of a study area gained through the scenario exercise
is not very different from that of experts actively working in the
area, supporting that the inductive and deductive approaches
may be used as a complement in the scenario development
process for ecosystem forecasting.
Incorporating all these ecosystem-specific requirements
and the theoretical foundations derived in the previous
section, this section suggests a novel structured scenario
approach for ICT ecosystem forecasting. Three key principles
are derived as its theoretical and practical foundations, which
differentiate our approach from other scenario planning
methods.
Principle 1: For ecosystem forecasting, appropriate ecosystem
architectures need to be specified in advance before scenario
development. Layers should be carefully defined in terms of
managerial scopes and time horizons for change and be applied to
influence diagrams describing ecosystem dynamics [6,33]. Note
that a higher layer corresponds to a larger scope and a longer
time horizon for change.
Principle 2: From the hierarchical architecture of the ecosys-
tem, state transitions among different ecosystem states of the
intra-layer agent activities occur more frequently as we descend
to lower layers of the ecosystem. In order to control the forecasting
accuracy, intra-layer interactions among ecosystem agent activ-
ities like substitution, complementarity, synergy, externality and
emergence should be carefully modeled given a higher level of
environmental factors within the ecosystem [28].
Principle 3: Different sets of factors and variables correspond
to different ecosystem layers with a different scope and variability,
hence different levels of data aggregation. They should be carefully
defined and measured so as to match exactly with the ecosystem
hierarchy on which descriptive and quantitative scenarios are
founded.PSTN
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of the Korean ICT ecosystem.
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forecasting problem deﬁnition
With the principles suggested, this section constructs an
architectural view of the ICT ecosystem. Previous research
tried to specify the structure of socio-economic ecosystem in
an architectural view [37–39]. Fransman [37] suggested a
simplified model of ICT ecosystem in an industry level, while
Chang [38] included the most upper regulatory policy level in
his convergence service architecture. More recently, Vervoort
et al. [39] suggested a generalized architectural view on
socio-economic ecosystem by exploring dimensions, scales,
and cross-scale dynamics from the perspective of change
agents. By Vervoort et al. [39], “scales, which refers to
the temporal, spatial, quantitative and analytical dimensions
used by scientists to measure and study objects, are not just
tools for the study of phenomena, but are deeply rooted in
the structuring of actions from operational decisions to global
policies”. Fig. 1 shows how the ICT ecosystem is configured
into a multi-layered architecture and how key measures in
our ecosystem forecasting are related with the upper level
variables of ecosystem activities.
The vertical y-axis specifies five architectural levels and
the horizontal x-axis represents the progress of time. The
arrows in the figure indicate the direction of influence. For
the present time, national ICT policy governs ICT ecosystem,
under which telecommunications companies, simply ‘telcos’,
operate their networks in firm level. Given a set of networks
specified in firm level, network capacities are then dimen-
sioned to satisfy traffic demands. In our problem, the target
year is set to be 2016, given the present status as of 2011. Five
year planning is most frequently seen in telecommunications
industry. As contrasted with the analysis phase for the year
2011, where the upper-level conditions serve as constraints
for lower-level decisions, the planning activities for the year
2016 follow an opposite direction so that low-level forecasts
serve as input data for upper-level planning decisions.
Until the first decade of 21st century, the Korean ICT
ecosystem evolved in a quite stable evolutionary path. However,
the unexpected surge of smart devices in last two or three years
has changed everything drastically. Now, it is widely accepted
from the market that this massive adoption of smart devices
will make the future evolution fundamentally different from
the previous one. Furthermore, this drastic change will impactTable 1
Evaluation of macro-environmental factors.
Environmental
factors
Description
Economic
condition
Korean economy has suffered a painful economic slowdown sin
economic conditions of Korea in next five years, turning to econ
Political
stance
Presidential election is scheduled to be in December, 2012. Conse
party for the next president who will begin his/her job from ear
pursued by the new administration of Korea in next five years, c
Consumer
Power
Consumers' purchasing and negotiation power as compared to t
manufacturers, media and contents providers.
Value
orientation
Social values pursued by the people, homogeneous or heterogen
distribution, etc.
Technology Information technology, bio technology, nano technology, enviro
affects everyday life of the people.on every aspect of the ecosystem architecture. These disconti-
nuities might be called as ‘deregulation,’ ‘convergence,’ and
‘restructuring’ in policy, industry/market and firm level respec-
tively. In this kind of internal turmoil, different terminal devices,
different services, and different network structures with differ-
ent life time interact with each other, and finally restructure
themselves. These kinds of interactions are so dynamic that any
forecasts simply projected from historical data are no longer
valid. In our ecosystem forecasting attempts, interdependency,
association, and relatedness among structural components of
the ICT ecosystem play quite an important role, especially when
past trends are found to be no longer effective.3.3. Horizontal view of market dynamics
Contrasted to the vertical architectural view, intra-layer
activities like substitution, complementarity, synergy and
externalities constitute the horizontal view of the ICT
ecosystem. A multi-screen service market is often character-
ized by the seamless connection of diverse terminal devices
across different networks, where new innovative smart
devices like smart phones, smart pads, smart TVs and M2M
devices replace the conventional non-smart terminal devices
like mobile phones, telephones and TVs in one hand and
complement the use of other smart devices with externalities
on the other hand. To support this market transition, there is
a high market pressure to upgrade the conventional PSTN,
terrestrial/satellite/cable broadcasting networks and cellular
mobile network into innovative broadband Internet like
mobile Internet, fixed/wireless Internet and IP-TV network.
Fig. 2 shows how those terminal devices are connected to the
associated networks andwhat driving forces spur the transfer of
data traffic from the old non-Internet world to a new Internet
world. Two driving forces are relevant in this transition. The first
one is the massive replacement of non-smart devices with
variety of smart devices in recent years. Since every smart device
needs an Internet connection, the wide proliferation of smart
devices leads to a drastic increase in Internet traffic. Smart
phones increase data traffic on mobile Internet networks, while
reducing the use of conventional data services like SMS and
MMS in non-Internet cellular mobile networks. Likewise, smart
TV increases the time spent watching online or Internet videos
from Netflix, Hulu and YouTube via fixed/wireless Internet,Impact Uncertainty
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non-Internet terrestrial/satellite/cable broadcasting networks.
The second one is deregulation in government's regula-
tory policies, which allows and promotes the delivery of
voice and video contents via Internet in the forms of VoIP,
mVoIP and OTT/Internet video. As of 2011, VoIP and OTT/
Internet video are allowed in Korea. However, mVoIP is yet to
be introduced in the market because of the apparent business
conflicts between third party IMS (Integrated Messaging
Service) providers and incumbent mobile network service
providers. Also, the Netflix service, for instance, has not been
offered yet in Korea. However, once deregulated, many local
and global OTT service providers will be motivated to enter
the market, increasing the portion of video traffic volume
over the Internet.
3.4. Structured scenario planning applied to ICT
ecosystem forecasting
As for the number of scenarios, Amer et al. [14] evaluated
that ‘three scenarios’ is recommended by many researchers
but there is a risk of focusing on the middle, while ‘four
scenarios’ is most preferred with good cost–benefit ratio.
(Refer to Ramirez and Wilkinson [40] for pros and cons ofUp
Dow
Conservative 
Sustained 
locality 
Deepening
polarization
Politi cal
Fig. 4. Four ICT ecosy‘four scenarios’ from the 2 × 2 matrix format.) This 2 × 2
scenario method has been most prevalently used in practice
to predict the long-range landscape of a large-scale ecosys-
tem. Typical examples include Chatterjee and Gordon [34],
WEF [41] and Alstyne [42]. Chatterjee and Gordon [34]
generated four scenarios of transport in the UK in 2030 by the
interaction of two pairs of polarized key influences: consum-
erism versus community and globalization versus regional-
ization. In the study of the digital ecosystem scenarios to
2015, WEF [41] identified two key environmental uncer-
tainties. One is whether social and economic value creation is
industry controlled or community-led, while the other is
whether digital business environment evolves towards an
open system or a closed system. Alstyne [42] used a similar
framework in shaping the future media and entertainment
by 2020, with slightly different drivers, contrasting slow
versus rapid diffusion of innovation and corporate-led versus
social value generation.
Based on the relevant literature review on scenario planning
requirements for ecosystem forecasting and the scenario
planning principles derived previously, we set up the proce-
dures of a structured scenario planning approach to generate
themost representative 2 × 2 ICT ecosystem scenarios in Korea
for the year 2016.turn
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Step 1 Identify key macro-environmental factors af-
fecting ICT ecosystem dynamics. The STEEPLV
(Society, Technology, Economy, Ecology, Politi-
cal, Legal, and Value) framework suggested by
Pillkahn [43] is well-fitted for this purpose.
Step 2 Evaluate the factors in view of impact and
uncertainty and select the two most influential
factors. Apply a 2 × 2 framework to identify
and name four distinct scenarios. (Refer to
Konno et al. [19] and Wright et al. [17] for
the detailed standard procedure of the 2 × 2
scenario method including the selection and
evaluation process of key environmental factors.)
Step 3 Apply Steps 1 and 2 whenever necessary to one
step lower level, regulatory policy level in our
case, with the associated policy variables.
Step 4 Go on to the next lower level, industry/market
level in our case, which specifies the micro-
environment of the firm. We are interested
in identifying key market players' strategic
reactions to the regulatory policy derived in
Step 3.
Step 5 Identify key system parameters of the fore-
casting system and relate them with upper
level industry/market variables.
Step 6 Analyze the impact of upper-level factors on
low-level variables and integrate them into a
structured influence diagram.
Step 7 Following the logic developed in the struc-
tured influence diagram, specify and write
down the detailed ecosystem dynamics for
each scenario.For our scenario development purpose, three hour work-
shops were organized over three consecutive weeks during
the 2012 E-MBA spring semester. Nineteen executives and
high-level managers from telcos, media companies and contentsTable 2
Distinctive features of four ICT ecosystem scenarios.
Scenario Description
Sustained
locality
Economic slowdown stays longer than anticipated, reducing th
policy makes it worse, playing as a hurdle for new OTT/mVoIP
Market transition toward an Internet convergence market is d
long time.
Weak
convergence
Replacement of old phones with new smart devices might hap
convergence services combining data, voice, and video attract
data traffics per terminal device and ARPU per user.
Deepening
polarization
In a partially closed ICT ecosystem, the market launch of new
innovative convergence services, however, the economic boom
that for the ‘have-not’s still unchanged. The so-called ‘smart d
consumers.
Disruptive
convergence
Proliferation of diverse smart devices in a boomed economy u
market launch of a variety of all IP (Internet Protocol) multim
disruptive convergence of the ICT ecosystem. Substitution and
synergies will benefit the IP convergence service users.industries participated. Under my guidance as a facilitator/
mentor, the steps of the structured scenario planning proce-
dures, along with our scenario target, were explained in the first
workshop and then the participants were asked to explore
the relevant STEEPLV factors when they were back home.
The second workshop was devoted to determining the
causal structure of the ICT ecosystem. Among a dozen or so
macro-environmental STEEPLV factors raised by the partici-
pants, more than half were screened out and only five factors
were finalized. They are economic conditions, political stance,
consumer power, value orientation and technology. Given
these five factors, the participants were then asked to evaluate
from ‘very low’ to ‘very high’ alongwith their confidence levels
as weights on their evaluation. Table 1 summarizes the
weighted evaluation results for those environmental factors,
evaluated in view of their impact and embedded uncertainty.
Among the five factors evaluated, economic condition and
political stance were agreed to be the most influential in the
next five years. It was also prospected that consumer power
would be largely affected by economic conditions while value
orientation would change tightly coupled with the political
stance of the government. Finally, bio, nano and environment
technologies were evaluated to be relatively irrelevant to our
ICT ecosystem scenarios.
Similar, but more careful steps were then followed for the
regulatory policy level, and the industry/market level. We
found that deeper domain-specific expert knowledge is
required as we go down along the ecosystem layers. Two
different types of government policies are relevant in this
phase. The first one is market promotion policy which the
government may operate for promoting cloud services and
M2M applications. The second one is regulatory policy on
OTT/Internet video and mVoIP. The market shape will vary
depending on whether or not the government deregulates
aggressively to allow as many new entrants to participate in
OTT/Internet video service markets and also in the value
added service markets of mVoIP. Strategic positioning of the
regulatory body must be affected somehow by the new
government's political stance. Similar steps and reasoning
were executed further to the lower levels of the ICT
ecosystem architecture, resulting in a structured influence
diagram as shown in Fig. 3. Device manufacturers' incentivese purchasing power of the users to buy smart devices. Conservative
service providers to create new service markets.
elayed, the usage pattern of data applications staying unchanged for a
pen, but quite slowly because of bad economic conditions. However, new
existing smart device users' attentions, which will increase somehow
convergence services will be de-motivated. With the limited diversity of
will increase the usage of conventional services for the ‘have’s, while
ivide’ will become more apparent, deepening polarization among ICT
nder a deregulated and liberal regulatory policy will accelerate the rapid
edia convergence services. These two construct a virtuous cycle to push
replacement will be visible across IP and non-IP services and a variety of
-5,000
10,000
15,000
20,000
25,000
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001
Mbps
a) Market demands for individual leased lines with different transmission speeds
b) Aggregated market demands for the leased line
Fig. 5. Structural change and the effect of data aggregation.
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aggressive efforts to develop new services, and finally
incumbents' preventive measures to strengthen the vertical
integration level of their value chains were considered as key
variables in industry/market level. The key forecasting
system parameters identified in this step were the diversity
and numbers of purchased smart devices, and data traffic
volume per device. The arrows in the structured influence
diagram represent a kind of structure–actor causal relation-
ships within an ecosystem architecture [15].
Since the influence diagramwas first introduced byHoward
and Matheson [44] in 1984, it has been used as a ubiquitous
tool for representing uncertain situations [45] as coupled with
the scenario planning. Cobb [46] provides us with an excellent
review on more recent advances in the influence diagram as a
methodological tool. However, the structured influence dia-
gram, developed and demonstrated in Fig. 3, is new and unique
in the sense that it is closely coupled with the ICT ecosystem
architecture in one side and with the four scenarios to be
introduced shortly on the other side.
3.5. ICT ecosystem evolution scenarios
Given the structured influence diagram above the industry/
market level, four ICT ecosystemscenarioswere developed in the
third workshop. Discussions weremade primarily on identifyingfour distinct, presumably independent scenarios. Below is an
elaborated version of them, which reflects subsequent market
progress since the spring of 2012. The twomajor environmental
factors selected are economic conditions and political stance of
the new administration of Korea which was supposed to start in
February 2013. From a preliminary cross-impact analysis, these
two factors were predicted to behave quite independently
for the planning horizon until the year 2016. Fig. 4 shows
four scenarios constructed in the framework of the structured
scenario planning. They are named as ‘sustained locality,’
‘deepening polarization,’ ‘weak convergence’ and ‘disruptive
convergence.’
The economic condition is often measured in terms of GDP
growth rate. Since the global financial crisis occurred in 2008,
the Korean economyhas experienced hard times until recently.
The GDP growth rate dropped from 5.1% in 2007 to 2.3% in
2008 and recorded the lowest 0.3% in 2009 [47]. This rate is
quite low as compared to the high GDP growth rates above 5%
before the financial crisis. The Korean government predicts
the GDP growth rate in 2013 is highly likely to be under 3%.
Taking these country-specific records into account, an eco-
nomic upturn in our scenarios correspond to the case where
the Korean economy recovers quickly in the next five years to
keep 5% or higher GDP growth rates on average. On the
contrary, an economic downturn indicates that GDP growth
rates are staying below 2% in next five years.
Table 3
Number of network subscribers (unit: 10 thousand).
2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
Terrestrial Broadcasting 628 586 594 566 529 324 215 69
Satellite Broadcasting 165 186 197 215 235 246 283 326
Cable TV Broadcasting 1352 1418 1424 1473 1523 1523 1504 1514
IP-TV (Premium Internet) – – – – – 237 365 492
Telco Fixed/Wireless Internet 1106 1107 1171 1217 1263 1349 1379 1393
Cable Fixed/Wireless Internet 86 194 233 275 301 303 343 393
Cellular Mobile ,659 3834 4020 4350 4561 4714 4355 2993
Mobile Internet (3G, 4G)a – – – – 80 722 2258
a Indicates the number of smart phones connected to 3G/4G Mobile Internet.
9S.-G. Chang / Technological Forecasting & Social Change 94 (2015) 1–20The political stance is related to the ideological positioning
the new administration of Korea pursues in next five years in
every aspect of national policies including a fair competition
policy, subsidies for the poor and the old, education policy,
healthcare policy and so forth. Depending on which political
stance it takes, the regulatory environment will be significantly
affected. If the government takes a conservative stance,
supporting large incumbents rather than newmarket entrants,
the industrial organizations of broadcasting, mobile and
computing industries will stay in vertically integrated silo
configurations. On the other hand, if the government's
political stance turns to the more liberal and progressive,
the network neutrality guidelines will be tightly enforced,
which in turn will open widely the multi-screen data service
markets including mVoIP and OTT/Internet video.
It is quite clear that economic conditions and political
stance will affect the ICT ecosystem quite differently.
Economic expansion will surely increase and accelerate the
adoption of expensive smart phones by consumers, while a
liberal/progressive regulatory policy will lead to deregulation
in the entire ICT ecosystem, transforming every ICT service into
smart Internet applications, and will increase significantly
the multi-modal data usage per device in a multi-screen
environment. Table 2 briefly sketches some features of eachTable 4
Number of connected terminal devices (unit: thousand) and data usage as of the y
TV Smart TV PC
Terrestrial Broadcasting 671
Satellite Broadcasting 3,147 116
Cable TV Broadcasting 14,616 540
IP-TV (Premium Internet) 4,750 175
Telco Fixed/Wireless Internet 78 13,930
Cable Fixed/Wireless Internet 22 3,930
Cellular Mobile (Voice)
Mobile Internet (3G, 4G)*
Total number of terminals 23,184 831 17,860
Data Usage (GB/month)*
Terrestrial Broadcasting 177.12
Satellite Broadcasting 99.09 231.21
Cable TV Broadcasting 107.46 250.74
IP-TV (Premium Internet) 67.10 156.56
Telco Fixed/Wireless Internet 7.72 12.72
Cable Fixed/Wireless Internet 7.72 12.72
Cellular Mobile
Mobile Internet (3G, 4G)*ecosystem scenario, resorting to the structured influence
diagram depicted in Fig. 3.
Throughout the whole scenario development procedure, a
special care was taken to balance between the ‘inductive’ and
‘deductive’ approach. A top-down strong and skilled facilitation
was executed to confirm the structuration logics, while a
bottom-up democratic processwas followed in the subsequent
scenario development stages. The role of the facilitator was
limited to explain the steps and the methodologies in the
structured scenario development procedure, to answer the
domain-specific questions raised during the discussion session
regarding the regulation and the market dynamics in telecom-
munications industry, and finally to confirm the direction of
the structure–actor causal relationships represented by the
structured influence diagram.
4. Quantifying scenarios in a structured formulation of ICT
ecosystem forecasting
4.1. Deﬁnitions of the variables
Different problem formulation will lead to a different
output performance. Hence, we need to set up an explicit
performance target when formulating a forecasting problem.ear 2011.
Smart Pad Mobile Phone Smart Phone M2M device
138 3,522
39 994
29,930 22,580
177 18,064
354 29,930 22,580 18,437
0.52 0.19
0.52 0.19
0.02 0.02
0.97  
Table 5
Connection shares of terminal devices as of the year 2011.
TV Smart TV PC Smart Pad Mobile Phone Smart Phone M2M device
Terrestrial Broadcasting 0.029 – – – – – –
Satellite Broadcasting 0.136 0.140 – – – – –
Cable TV Broadcasting 0.630 0.649 – – – – –
IP–TV (Premium Internet) 0.205 0.211 – – – – –
Telco Fixed/Wireless Internet – 0.094 0.780 0.390 – 0.156 –
Cable Fixed/Wireless Internet – 0.026 0.220 0.110 – 0.044 –
Cellular Mobile (Voice) – – – – 1.000 1.000 –
Mobile Internet (3G, 4G)* – – – 0.500 – 0.800 –
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
10 S.-G. Chang / Technological Forecasting & Social Change 94 (2015) 1–20In this paper, we pay special attention to the stability of
a forecasting model, which is presumed to increase the
accuracy of the forecast from scenario planning. Important
to this target is to define variables of the forecasting system
so as to fit them to the ecosystem scenarios. Terrestrial
broadcast, cable TV, IP-TV, telco Internet, cable Internet, cellular
mobile, and mobile Internet are identified as different network
modes which deliver heterogeneous data traffic among TV,
Smart TV, PC, smart pad, cellular phone, smart phone, andM2M
terminals.
Deﬁne
I Set of different networks
J Set of different terminal types or simply terminals
O Observation period
P Planning period
nj
t Number of connected terminal j at year t
nij
t Number of terminal j connected to network i at
year t
ρijt Share of terminal j across all terminals connected to
network i at year t0.000
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Fig. 6. Annual growth rates of broadcastinvij
t Data traffic which each terminal j connected to
network i uses per month at year t
Vi
t Total data traffic volume offered to network i per
month at year t
By definition, nijt = ρijt njt for i ∈ I, j ∈ J and t ∈ O ∪ P. Also
Vti ¼∑
j∈ J
vtijn
t
ij for i ∈ I and t ∈ O ∪ P. Note that for each
terminal type, there's a limited set of networks to be
connected to. If we denote this set by Nj, then ∑
i∈N j
ρtij ¼ 1 for
jϵJ and t ∈ O ∪ P. Our final target is to predict Vit for i ∈ I and
t ∈ P. It should be noted that all data traffic volumes are
measured in Gigabytes per month so that vijt and Vit are
monthly data averaged over a particular year t.
4.2. Stability of the forecasting model
When formulating a forecasting problem, we need to take
special care of the discontinuous structural changes, which
happens frequently in our ICT ecosystem. A typical example is2008 2009 2010 2011
year
Broadcasting 
Internet 
Mobile 
g, Internet and mobile subscription.
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Cable Fixed/Wireless Internet 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125
Conservative Liberal 
a) Growth patterns of the Internet sectors
b) Estimated CAGRs of the Internet sectors for each scenario
Fig. 8. Evolutionary dynamics of the Internet sectors.
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Upturn Downturn Upturn Downturn
Terrestrial Broadcasting -0.488 -0.488 -0.488 -0.488
Satellite Broadcasting 0.102 0.102 0.102 0.102
Cable TV Broadcasting 0.016 0.016 0.016 0.016
IP-TV (Premium Internet) 0.441 0.441 0.471 0.471
Conservative Liberal 
b) Estimated CAGRs of the broadcasting sectors for each scenario
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Fig. 7. Evolutionary dynamics of the broadcasting sectors.
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be completed by the end of 2012 in Korea [48]. Another
example is the explosion of personal and home-based smart
devices, which possibly reshapes the entire structure of the ICT
ecosystem because of their disruptive nature. Non IP traffic for
voice and video is being rapidly replaced by IP traffic as the
ecosystem is transformed into a smarter one. Substitution,
complementarities, synergy and network externalities are the
mechanisms underlying those structural changes. This is why
we need to find a way to increase the stability of the forecasts,
especially when structural changes occur frequently.
Fig. 5 provides us with a valuable insight for doing it right.
The upper graph shows the historical market data of leased
lines with different transmission speeds during the period
1996–2001 in Korea. From the graph, we can observe quite
unstable growth patternswith irregular big drops or big jumps.
In contrast to this, the lower graph shows quite a stable growth0.0000
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Fig. 10. Curve fitting for the smpattern. The only difference between these two graphs is that
the second graph is drawn with the aggregate data volume,
instead of individual numbers of leased lines with different
transmission speeds. We may well generalize this observation
to obtain a simple proposition on the stability of a forecasting
model.
Proposition 1. When there are substitution, complementarity,
synergy and network externality effects among individual
variables, we can find an aggregate of them, which shows a
more stable change pattern, thus more predictable. This is also
the case when there are some discontinuous structural changes
in individual variables.
Proposition 1 may be viewed as an enhancement of the
‘hierarchical forecasting’ study by Zotteri et al. [49], which
states that forecasting performance change significantly as a
function of the aggregation level adopted, and that there is no20
13
20
14
20
15
20
16
Year
art phone penetration.
Table 6
Estimates of CAGR for various terminal devices.
Upturn Downturn Upturn Downturn
Smart TV 0.1221 0.0921 0.1521 0.1221
Ordinary TV 0.0164 0.0162 0.0164 0.0162
PC 0.0542 0.0542 0.0542 0.0542
Smart pad 0.4000 0.2000 0.6000 0.4000
Conservative Liberal
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regard to Principle 3 proposed in Section 3, Proposition 1 implies
that upper layer parameters or aggregate variables may serve
as a pillar when lower layer variables are forecast, requesting
them to be estimated or forecast in advance to lower layer
variables. By doing like this, we could achieve better stability in
the forecasts. This may serve as the fourth principle for
implementing our structured scenario approach and also as a
theoretical foundation of the subsequent structured ecosys-
tem forecasting. In the following discussions, we call those
aggregate variables ‘pillar variables or simply pillars’.
4.3. Formulating the forecasting problem
Now, we are ready to formulate our ICT ecosystem
forecasting problem under the structured scenario planning
principles. Before we predict our target metrics, we need to
collect data and prepare estimates of the parameters for the
years in O.
Parameter estimation for year t in the observation periodO:
Given the observed values of nijt and vijt , calculate njt, ρijt and
Vi
t by the equations
ntj ¼
X
i
ntij;ρ
t
ij ¼
ntij
ntj
andVti ¼
X
j
vtijn
t
ij:
Prediction for year t in the planning period P:
Given observed data and estimates on nijt , vijt , njt, ρijt and Vit
for t ∈ O, our target is to forecast V^ ti ; i∈I; t∈P
n o
.
One may argue why don't we project the historical data,
{Vit, i ∈ I, t ∈ O} directly to get the forecasts, V^
t
i ; i∈I; t∈P
n o
.
However, conventional trend projections are highly likely
to lead us to an incorrect forecast because the outright
discontinuous structural changes across different network
i's will lead to significant discrepancies. Proposition 1
definitely guides us to set up a structured ecosystem
forecasting, which is stable and flexible enough to control
the disturbance from those irregular discontinuous struc-
tural changes.
Procedures of the Structured Ecosystem Forecasting:
Step 1 Given an ICT ecosystem scenario, forecast
n^tj; j∈ J; t∈P
n o
by projecting the data, {njt,
j ∈ J, t ∈ O}. Aggregate the individual net-
work data into three groups, broadcasting,
Internet and mobile, and identify them as pillar
variables.Step 2 Adjust ρ^tij; t∈P
n o
to fit to ICT ecosystem
scenarios subject to ∑
i∈N j
ρ^tij ¼ 1 for j ϵ J.
Step 3 Estimate and predict v^tij; t∈P
n o
using the data
{vijt , t ∈ O} wherever available. If no or little
historical data is available, use benchmarking
wherever possible.
Step 4 Calculate the forecasts using the equations
n^tij ¼ ρ^tijn^tj for i ϵ I, j ϵ J and t ϵ P and V^
t
i ¼
∑
j∈ J
v^tjn^
t
ij for t ϵ P.
The basic idea of the structured ecosystem forecasting
comes from the observation by Fliedner [50] which says that
higher correlations among variables at the sub-aggregate
level lead to improved forecast performance at the aggregate
level. The structured ecosystem forecasting procedure gen-
erates much more stable forecasts in such a way that more
stable pillar variables are derived and forecasted first and
then used to forecast the subsequent individual variables
n^tj; j∈ J; t∈P
n o
which constitute those pillar variables. Once
n^tj; j∈ J; t∈P
n o
are forecast, stable estimates of n^tij
n o
can
be obtained by using the parameters ρ^tij; t∈P
n o
to forecast
n^tij ¼ ρ^tijn^tj . Note that the binding constraints ∑
i∈N j
ρ^tij ¼ 1 for
j ϵ J serve as a regulator to make forecasts quite stable.
If there are irregular substitutions or complementarities
across different terminal devices and/or different networks,
special attention should be paid to reflect such structural
changes in estimating the parameters ρ^tij; t∈P
n o
. For the
general issue of data aggregation in forecasting, refer to
Fliedner [51], Zotteri and Kalchschmidt [52] and Widiarta et
al. [53].4.4. Connecting the scenarios to the input parameters of the
forecasting model
When forecasting the future of the ICT ecosystem,
different projections of n^tj; j∈ J; t∈P
n o
, different structural
connection arrangements of ρ^tij; t∈P
n o
and different data
usages per user in terms of v^tij; t∈P
n o
are associated with
different scenarios. The question then arises as to how we
connect different scenarios to different estimates for them.
Historical benchmarking is well fitted to our purposewherever
possible [54,55]. This compares current or future performance
against the past. Comparative reasoning, which projects the
understanding of the past incidence onto the plausible future,
is the behind logic of historical benchmarking. Though
the comparative reasoning is best used to make tentative
projections, to propose hypotheses and to offer appealing
explanations, a special care should be taken to confirm its
soundness, logical strength and relevance. The detailed logic
will be explained using the case study in the next section.
Table 7
Estimated network connection shares of terminal devices.
A. Sustained Locality
TV Smart TV PC Smart Pad Mobile Phone Smart Phone M2M device
Terrestrial Broadcasting 0.000
Satellite Broadcasting 0.101 0.101
Cable TV Broadcasting 0.314 0.314
IP-TV (Premium Internet) 0.585 0.585
Telco Fixed/Wireless Internet 0.211 0.704 0.265 0.211
CATV Fixed/Wireless Internet 0.089 0.296 0.111 0.089
Cellular Mobile (Voice) 1.000 1.000
Mobile Internet (3G, 4G)* 0.623 0.700 0.100
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
B. Weak Convergence
TV Smart TV PC Smart Pad Mobile Phone Smart Phone M2M device
Terrestrial Broadcasting 0.000
Satellite Broadcasting 0.095 0.095
Cable TV Broadcasting 0.295 0.295
IP-TV (Premium Internet) 0.609 0.610
Telco Fixed/Wireless Internet 0.493 0.704 0.265 0.352
CATV Fixed/Wireless Internet 0.207 0.296 0.111 0.148
Cellular Mobile (Voice) 1.000 1.000
Mobile Internet (3G, 4G)* 0.623 0.500 0.100
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
C. Deepening Polarization 
TV Smart TV PC Smart Pad Mobile Phone Smart Phone M2M device
Terrestrial Broadcasting 0.000
Satellite Broadcasting 0.101 0.101
Cable TV Broadcasting 0.314 0.314
IP-TV (Premium Internet) 0.585 0.585
Telco Fixed/Wireless Internet 0.211 0.704 0.254 0.211
CATV Fixed/Wireless Internet 0.089 0.296 0.107 0.089
Cellular Mobile (Voice) 1.000 1.000
Mobile Internet (3G, 4G)* 0.639 0.700 0.200
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
D. Disruptive Convergence
TV Smart TV PC Smart Pad Mobile Phone Smart Phone M2M device
Terrestrial Broadcasting 0.000
Satellite Broadcasting 0.095 0.095
Cable TV Broadcasting 0.295 0.295
IP-TV (Premium Internet) 0.609 0.610
Telco Fixed/Wireless Internet 0.493 0.704 0.254 0.352
CATV Fixed/Wireless Internet 0.207 0.296 0.107 0.148
Cellular Mobile (Voice) 1.000 1.000
Mobile Internet (3G, 4G)* 0.639 0.500 0.200
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
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5.1. Data preparation
For the period 2004–2011, data were collected from many
sources including KCC (Korea Communications Commission),KISDI (Korea Information Society Development Institute), and
official sites of Statistics Korea. Table 3 shows the number of
subscribers for eight different types of networks. The first four
are broadcasting networks, next two are Internet networks,
and last two are mobile networks. For the year 2011, Table 4
shows the decomposed numbers of the network subscribers
1 In order to estimate the increment in CAGR due to the liberal policy, the
deregulated period of 2003–2007, when the regulatory environment was
relatively liberal, was benchmarked as compared to the regulated period of
2008–2012 and found that there are roughly 3% discrepancies in many IT
market sector growth rates.
Table 8
Per device data usage for ‘liberal’ and ‘conservative’ scenarios.
A. ‘Liberal’ scenario 
TV Smart TV PC Smart Pad Mobile Phone Smart Phone M2M device
Data Usage (GB/month)*
Terrestrial Broadcasting 177.12
Satellite Broadcasting 99.09 231.21
Cable TV Broadcasting 107.46 403.82
IP-TV (Premium Internet) 67.10 252.13
Telco Fixed/Wireless Internet 41.52 38.82 2.80 2.55
Cable Fixed/Wireless Internet 41.52 38.82 2.80 2.55
Cellular Mobile 0.02 0.02
Mobile Internet (3G, 4G) 5.22 0.36
B. ‘Conservative’ scenario
TV Smart TV PC Smart Pad Mobile Phone Smart Phone M2M device
Data Usage (GB/month)*
Terrestrial Broadcasting 177.12
Satellite Broadcasting 99.09 231.21
Cable TV Broadcasting 107.46 320.01
IP-TV (Premium Internet) 67.10 199.81
Telco Fixed/Wireless Internet 19.21 22.92 1.29 1.18
Cable Fixed/Wireless Internet 19.21 22.92 1.29 1.18
Cellular Mobile 0.02 0.02
Mobile Internet (3G, 4G)* 2.41 0.20
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estimate of per-device data usage in units of GB/month for
every network–device combination. From this data, we obtain-
ed the connection shares {ρijt } of each terminal device across
different networks as shown in Table 5.
In Table 5, it should be noted that smart TVs and smart
phones can be connected to two or more networks at the same
time. As of 2011, only 12% of smart TV sets are connected to the
open Internet operated by telcos or cable TV operators.
Likewise, it is estimated that about 20% of smart phone users
use applications by connecting wireless home AP (Access
Point) or public Wi-Fi.
5.2. Scenario-adjusted application of quantitative
projection models
5.2.1. Number of subscribers for broadcasting, Internet
and mobile network
Following the steps of the structured ecosystem forecast-
ing, we first tried to forecast the numbers of subscribers for
broadcasting, Internet and mobile networks. According to
Proposition 1, these numbers are pillar variables. The growth
patterns of these variables are as shown in Fig. 6.
Two distinct growth patterns are observed from Fig. 6. One
is that annual growth rates of Internet andmobile subscription
appear gradually decreasing, while that of broadcasting does
not, regardless of the economic conditions during 2002–2011.
Note that GDP growth rates recorded very low, say below2%, in
2008, 2009 and 2011, while very high, above 5%, in 2006, 2007
and 2010. The other is that Korean broadcasting, Internet and
mobile service markets seem to approach their saturation
points. In reality, Korea was recorded as the world's first
country to hit 100% saturation mark in wireless broadband in2012. It should be noted that subscription rates are becoming
more and more insensitive as the market approaches to the
saturation point.
Given these stable change patterns, ordinary projection
methods may well be fit to estimate the future annual growth
rates for the period 2011–2016. We applied a regression
method to get those estimates and used them to forecast the
network subscriptions for the year 2016. The estimated
subscription in 2016 is 25,792,000 for broadcasting network,
18,722,000 for Internet, and 64,561,000 for mobile network.5.2.2. Number of subscribers for each network subcategories
Given the respective estimates for broadcasting, Internet,
and mobile network subscription, the next step is to predict
any structural changes in subscription across different network
architectures and/or competing network operators. Fig. 7 shows
some structural changes in market shares across different
broadcasting network architectures. There can be seen a sudden
drop in terrestrial broadcasting subscription for last three
consecutive years, which is due to the analog switch-off,
scheduled to be completed by the end of 2012. The influence
of economic conditions was found to be marginal, hence
neglected in our analysis. But it is estimated from historical
benchmarking that liberal policywill increase IP-TV subscription
by 3% in CAGR (Compound Annual Growth Rate).1 Fig. 7
2 In order to estimate the effect of economic condition, the growth curve
ﬁtted in Fig. 10 was regarded as a benchmark which reﬂects the economic
conditions during the economic slow-down period of 2009–2011. As
compared to this benchmark, economic downturn was hypothesized as
even a worse economic condition, while economic up-turn was hypothe-
sized as a far better condition. Acceleration by two years and delay by one
year came from this comparative reasoning, given the presumed boundary
condition of three years.
Table 9
Traffic growth rate of each scenario for the period 2011–2016.
Traffic Disruptive Deepening Weak Sustained 
as of 2011* Convergence Polarization Convergence Locality
Terrestrial Broadcasting 118,848 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Satellite Broadcasting 338,694 0.94 0.98 0.92 0.97
Cable TV Broadcasting 1,705,911 0.78 0.72 0.76 0.71
IP-TV (Premium Internet) 346,150 4.94 4.15 4.83 4.08
Telco Fixed/Wireless Internet 177,931 3.84 1.90 3.77 1.89
CATV Fixed/Wireless Internet 50,199 5.70 2.83 5.61 2.81
Cellular Mobile 1,050 1.23 1.23 1.23 1.23
Mobile Internet (3G, 4G) 17,522 8.07 5.22 7.50 4.86
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ecosystem scenario, where the base CAGRswere calculated from
the historical data during the period of 2004–2011.
For Internet subscription, there seems to be nothing
remarkable, except that telco Internet grows more slowly
than cable Internet does. In estimating the annual growth
rates for the Internet, we excluded the data for the year 2004,
which is the first year Cable TV service is allowed to enter the
market. Fig. 8 specifies the details for Internet subscription
for each ICT ecosystem scenario.
When compared to broadcasting networks and Internet,
mobile networks showquite different change pattern as shown
in Fig. 9. This mainly comes from the surge of smart phone
penetration across the country during last three years, which is
one of the most representative structural discontinuities.
In order to analyze this rapid growth of smart phone
penetration, we investigated quarterly data for the period
2009–2011 and found that it follows a typical exponential
growth curve. Meade and Islam's [56] model selection criteria
was applied to select an appropriate model among 29 techno-
logical forecasting models it listed. As can be seen in Fig. 10, the
point of inflexion is fixed at around 0.3, which indicates that the
growth curve is non-symmetric. In order to find a better fitted
growth curve, wemodified a version of Floyd curve, proposed by
Mahajan, et al. [57], to get
Xt−Xt−1 ¼ bXt−1 1−Xt−1ð Þθ þ εt ; bN0;
where Xt denotes the penetration at time t, and b and θ are the
parameters to specify the shape of Floyd curve. The original Floyd
curve uses θ = 1. Another version, proposed by Mahajan et al.
[57], uses θ = 2. It was found that themodified Floyd curvewith
θ = 3 and b = 0.745 is best fitted to our data with R2 = 0.992.
Then, a question arises. How will this smart phone penetra-
tion be affected by different ICT ecosystem scenarios? In
Korea, the smart phone is usually regarded as an essential
good especially for the younger generation. However, it is
also true that its high price makes smart phone penetration
somewhat sensitive to economic conditions. Taking into account
the fact that the national economy experienced quite a serious
slowdown in 2011, slowly recovering in 2012, we predicted the
economic upturn will accelerate the smart phone penetration in
2016 by two years, while economic downturn will delay it byone year.2 Thus, the predicted penetration in 2016 is 0.7765 for
economic downturn and 0.8308 for economic upturn.
5.3. Scenario-adjusted estimation of key parameter values
5.3.1. Estimating network connection shares of terminal devices
It is not an easy task to estimate ρ^tij; t∈P
n o
accurately for
each ICT ecosystem scenario. The difficulty mainly comes
from the diversity of network connection patterns and the
intrinsic unpredictability of consumer behavior. Smart TV
must be a substitute for conventional TV, complementing
Internet subscription for IP-TV as well as the open telco/cable
Internet. Likewise, smart phones increase mobile Internet
subscriptions by replacing old mobile phones. However,
greater penetration of smart phones does not necessarily
increase the network connection share of smart phones to
mobile Internet. The higher the penetration of smart phones
with higher data usage levels, the greater the downside
pressure to push the data traffic to spill over from mobile
Internet to open telco/cable Internet.
In this paper, we applied a simple, but quite effective,
procedure to estimate ρ^tij; t∈P
n o
using CAGR data calculated
from the historical data. For a particular terminal j, we have
Nj, which is the set of network types it can be connected to.
Let CAGRij be the estimated composite annual growth rate of
terminal j connected to network i. Then we have our final
estimates of ρ^tþτij
n o
for year t + τ, t + τ ϵ P, forecasted at
year t, τ ϵ O from the following equations:
ρ^tþτij ¼ eρtþτij =X
i∈N j
eρtþτij for i∈Nj; j∈ j;
where eρtþτij ¼ ρtij  CAGRτij for i∈Nj; j∈ j:
ð1Þ
0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 7.00 8.00 9.00
Terrestrial Broadcasting
Satellite Broadcasting
Cable TV Broadcasting
IP-TV (Premium Internet)
Telco Fixed/Wireless Internet
Cable Fixed/Wireless Internet
Cellular Mobile
Mobile Internet (3G, 4G)
Growth rate
Sustained Locality
Weak Convergence
Deepening Polarization
Disruptive Convergence
Fig. 11. Comparison of ICT ecosystem scenarios in terms of traffic growth rate.
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our structured scenario planning. It should be noted that the
CAGR of smart TV is for the annual sales volume, not for the
accumulated number of smart TV sets. From the market data,
annual growth in sales volume was estimated to be 10.71%. By
benchmarking the other sales data, we estimated there will be
3% deviation in CAGR depending on economic conditions.
Furthermore, it is predicted that a liberal regulatory environ-
ment will increase smart TV penetration by 3% in CAGR.
By applying the Eq. (1) with the CAGR estimates shown in
Table 6, we obtained the connection shares of terminal devices
as in Table 7. In Table 7, the Internet connection share of smart
TV to open Internet is estimated to vary between 0.3 and 0.7
depending on the regulatory environment. Obviously, liberal
regulation will increase the open Internet connection shares of
smart TV. Likewise, open Internet connection shares of smart
phones will behave quite similarly. We estimated them to vary
between 0.3 and 0.5 depending on the regulatory environment
as well.3 Finally, as for the M2M device, we consider only
telematics applications. It is predicted that about 20% of cars
will be connected to mobile Internet by 2016 if the Korean
economy is well recovered and booms in next five years.
Otherwise, the number is predicted to be halved.5.3.2. Estimating the data usages of connected terminals
Data usage per terminal device is the last, but probably
the most unpredictable category of parameters because3 The Internet connection shares of smart TV and smart phones for the
year 2016 with different scenarios are quite unpredictable measures, given
the data 0.12 and 0.20 estimated as of 2011. Since historical benchmarking is
not applicable in this case, some heuristic approaches were applied. Expert
interviews were executed, along with referring some industry-focused
white papers on Internet trafﬁc patterns. In this estimating process, rapid
deployment of LTE (Long-Term Evolution) and LTE-Advanced in Korea was
considered, which reduced the estimates for smart phone signiﬁcantly as
compared to those for smart TV.most sensitive cultural and psychological aspects of human
behaviors are involved. Furthermore, it is definitely affected
by the marketing and fare plan offered by a variety of MVPDs
(Multi-channel Video Programming Distributors) including
telcos, value-added contents retailers, contents portals and
OTT service providers. As of the end of 2012, several OTT
service providers have already entered Korean market,
launching different OTT services with different business
models. They include Daum TV, Naver TV, Olleh TV, Google
TV integrated with an IP-TV service, and ‘Pooq’ service
offered by a consortium of terrestrial broadcasters. In addition,
the incumbents like KT, SKT and LGU + recently offered new
convergence or bundled services, targeting to preempt the
future multi-screen service market in Korea as well.
The market expectation is that the future landscape of this
n-screen service market will be greatly affected by KCC's
regulatory policy on mVoIP, Internet video, OTT service and a
variety of bundled services. If KCC takes a liberal stance on this,
leaving themarket deregulated, or rather promotes themarket
aggressively, a much greater portion of video streams will flow
over the open Internet via smart TV, smart pad and smart
phone, accelerating themarket transition toward an integrated
multi-screen service market. Otherwise, the market transition
will be delayed or, in the worst case, interrupted. This analysis
of market dynamics definitely helps us predict the data usage
for each terminal device in 2016. However, lack of supporting
data andmissed explicit causal links between the scenarios and
the quantitative measures still remain. In order to break this
hurdle, we benchmarked from Cisco (2012) [58], an industrial
report on globalmobile data forecast update, 2011–2016, to get
some useful forecasts on average traffic per device. From this,
we predicted that CAGR in per device usage growth will
increase up to 40% depending on the sensitivity of network–
device combination to the most favorable, liberal market
condition.
Based on this prediction for themost favorable condition, we
evaluated the sensitivity of each network, and each terminal
device to the regulatory policy as ‘high,’ ‘intermediate,’ ‘low’ and
18 S.-G. Chang / Technological Forecasting & Social Change 94 (2015) 1–20‘insensitive.’ Thenwe assigned appropriate CAGR values ranging
between 0% and 40% under a ‘liberal’ scenario, and between 0%
and20%under a ‘conservative’ scenario for eachnetwork–device
combination. Table 8 shows the per device data usage estimated
in this way for ‘liberal’ and ‘conservative’ scenarios. Note that
different colors correspond to different sensitivity.We predicted
that the economic conditions will have little impact on this per
device data usage. Hence, the estimates for ‘liberal’ correspond
to the scenarios, ‘weak convergence’ and ‘disruptive conver-
gence’, while those for ‘conservative’ to the scenarios, ‘deepening
polarization’ and ‘sustained locality’. It also should be noted in
Table 8 that the time share of smart phones connected to open
Internet like home AP and public WiFi is predicted to increase
from 20% to 50% as well.5.4. Integration of scenario planning and
quantitative forecasting
The final step of our structured forecasting system is to
predict the total traffic volume for each network in 2016 by
calculating the equations n^tij ¼ ρ^tijn^tj for i ϵ I, j ϵ J and t ϵ P and
V^
t
i ¼∑
j∈ J
v^tjn^
t
ij for t ϵ P. Table 9 and Fig. 11 summarize the results.
From Table 9 and Fig. 11, we can see that the ICT ecosystem
of Korea, measured in data traffic volume, will be entirely
reconfigured in the next five years in such a way that
non-Internet broadcasting networks like cable TV broadcasting
and satellite broadcasting will shrink somehow, with terrestrial
broadcasting almost abolished, while both best-effort open
Internets of telcos and cable operators and premium Internets
of IP-TV and 3G/4G mobile Internet will expand up to 8 times
the sizes of each network in 2011. Apparently, mobile Internet
and telco/cable Internet will grow so fast, especially under
‘disruptive convergence’ and even under ‘weak convergence’
scenarios, at least 5 times and up to 8 times by 2016.
The influence of economic conditions appears to be quite
limited, as compared to that of political stance or equivalently
government's regulatory policy for all these networks. Mean-
while, the IP-TV market shows quite consistent growth
regardless of the ICT ecosystem scenarios.
We may derive some strategic implications from these
simulation results. First, deregulation is much more effective
than promotional policy for the ICT ecosystem booming in
2016. Second, some rationalization measures might have to
be done for cellular mobile, Cable TV broadcasting and
satellite broadcasting networks to payback the investment
cost as soon as possible. Third, the role of IP-TV in shaping the
future ICT ecosystem will be recognized as more and more
important. Setting up a good differentiation strategy between
IP-TV and telco Internet will be beneficial.6. Conclusion
An ICT ecosystem is quite a complicated, national-scale
system of market players, not necessarily local. As new
Internet-based voice and video service providers enter the
market, variety of convergence services grow so fast with the
help of increasing adoption of smart devices like smartphone, smart pad and smart TV, leading to a discontinuous
structural market reshaping. These changes must be a huge
opportunity for the market players, but at the same time a
great risk unless they are managed appropriately in advance.
Faced with this opportunity and potential risk, ICT ecosystem
players have a strong incentive to predict the future because
they know a feed-forward planning and investment is
essential for success and survival.
Data traffic requirement serves as a key metric to measure
the opportunity and the risk in monetary terms. The revenue
can be directly prospected from the data traffic volume, while
the demands for network upgrade investment can be anyhow
dimensioned. (Refer to Park and Chang [59] for a demonstra-
tive case study to do it.) Network upgrade options include
‘Clear QAM’, HFC-DOCSIS, fiber-LAN, FTTH-AON/PON for wired
networks, and 4G LTE, WiBro, and 5G for mobile and wireless
networks. In this regard, ICT ecosystem forecasting in a
multi-screen environment must be a crucial problem for the
incumbent players as well as the other prospective market
participants to solve in order tomake a right strategic decision.
Considering the significant impact of ICT ecosystem changes on
the market and the national economy, this is also the case for
the policy maker or the regulatory body.
To solve this crucial problem, this paper developed a
structured scenario planning procedure based on three basic
principles on ecosystem forecasting and applied it to the
prospective multi-screen service market of Korea for the year
2016. An ICT ecosystem architecture and structured influence
diagramwere devised as a tool for formulating the ecosystem
forecasting and a structured forecasting method was sug-
gested to generate more stable forecasts. In a real-world case
study, four typical ICT ecosystem scenarios were identified
and compared in terms of traffic growth for next five years.
Sensitivity of the outputs to key environmental factors was
discussed, and its policy and strategic implications were
suggested. The main contribution of this paper is not in
developing a good forecasting technique, but in setting up
good principles and better procedures to formulate ecosys-
tem forecasting in a proper manner. Data traffic forecasting in
a multi-screen environment fitted quite well for this purpose
andwell justified the importance of a well-designed structured
scenario planning. The structured scenario approach suggested
in this paper might be further applied to similar business
ecosystems to extract valuable foresights and to get the
associated tangible measures to specify the future shapes of
them.
Generalizing a research finding to other domains may have
some definite potential benefits, but may have some potential
risks as well. Even though the structured approaches used in
scenario planning stage and technological forecasting stage are
robust enough in their performance, special care needs to be
taken especially when connecting descriptive scenarios to the
associated estimates of the model parameters. Enhancements
of the methodologies, procedures, formulations, and behind
logics, targeting a successful application of this approach to
wider domains, remain to be explored in future research. Also,
comparative reasoning with benchmarking, agent-based sim-
ulation, and focus group experiment, which have rarely been
dealtwith in previous researches,might be a good candidate for
further research to enhance the performance of the structured
ecosystem forecasting.
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